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“We’re not competitor obsessed, we’re customer obsessed.
We start with what the customer needs and we work backwards.”
— Jeff Bezos
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Introduction
Visual IVR transforms the user journey during contact
center interactions by increasing self-service, decreasing
calls to live agents, & reducing costs for enterprises.

Interactive Voice Response (IVR) has
been a critical part of customer service
since the 1980s. This fundamental
customer experience works well but the
technology at its heart hasn't changed
much over the past 20 years.
The next evolution in contact center
technology is here. Visual IVR utilizes the
most engaging aspects of modern
smartphones to streamline the user
journey and empower customers with
impactful, intuitive, and personalized
visual menus.
Customer experiences matter. 1The
number of people who have stopped
doing business with a company because
of bad customer service increased to 54%
in 2017. Modern customer experiences
demand self-service. 2In fact, 90% of
Zappix, Inc.

global consumers expect brands to have
self-service capabilities today.
The automated self-service platform puts
users in control and handles the most
common customer service queries
without involving live agents. Robotic
Process Automation (RPA) combined
with Visual IVR engagement frees up live
contact center agents to handle more
complex conversations where their
professional expertise & human touch
make the difference.

Designed specifically for the smartphone
revolution, Visual IVR leverages the
power of the pocket supercomputers we
all carry with us every day to deliver
automated customer service to
customers quickly and easily.
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A New Era:

What Is Visual IVR?
Visual IVR is a service utilizing web apps to instantly create an
app-like experience for users on smartphones during contact
center interactions without the need to download any app.
Visual IVR improves customer satisfaction while reducing costs
by decreasing calls to live contact center agents.

Our modern society is obsessed with our
smartphones. Every year we collectively spend
more and more time on our pocket
supercomputers. That abundance of screen
time means customers are used to interacting
with their phones visually.
Visual IVR leverages this visual skill to simplify
the customer service experience. When
customers call a Visual IVR equipped service
line, they have the option of receiving highdemand services through a virtual app sent to
their phones. They smoothly navigate the visual
system like their favorite apps, but when they
hang up the call the Visual IVR virtual app
disappears. No need for unwanted app
downloads or cumbersome voice IVR menus.
Instant, intuitive self-service exactly when
customers want it.
Zappix, Inc.
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The Shifting Landscape:
Why You Need Visual IVR

2018 and beyond is officially the “Era of the Customer.”
Consumers demand efficient, effective, and personalized customer
service connecting them directly to solutions. Enterprises can’t
afford to slack on solutions any longer.

Modern customer want to put control in their
own hands. We are trained to Google the
answer to any question we have. Customers are
used to finding answers and solving their own
issues. Every customer service channel needs to
be focused on self-service first and foremost.
Voice IVR is an antiquated system designed
before the smartphone revolution. Visual IVR
automatically integrates basic smartphone
features that Voice IVR ignores — Camera,
Geolocation, Video capabilities, and more.
Instant self-service functionality with Visual IVR
is the fast, efficient, and useful experience
customers expect and demand today.

Zappix,
Zappix, Inc.
Inc.
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Benefits of Visual IVR
Zappix customers are experiencing and impressive ROI. Visual IVR
provides digital self-service capabilities that reduce costs and
increase customer satisfaction, as well as customer loyalty.

The majority of contact center calls are made for
the same few reasons, usually with simple,
repetitive solutions. These mundane answers
waste live agents’ time and create a poor
employee working environment. Visual IVR uses
Robotic Process Automation to contain calls
within the platform, avoiding the need to
forward users to live agents.
Reduce the amount of repetitive tasks agents
need to handle with Visual IVR, and free them
up to handle more complex, value-added
requests. Automation and Visual IVR reduce the
Average Handling Time per call as well, helping
users quickly navigate through menus and solve
their own problems without transferring
between channels, platforms, or agents.
Visual IVR enhances the customer service
experience for users, agents, and enterprises.

Zappix, Inc.
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Robots Won’t Replace Us:
They Will Make Us Faster

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) handles the mundane,
repetitive tasks that make up the majority of customer service calls
but bore and frustrate live agents. Alleviating these pesky tasks
frees up live agents to focus on more value-added service calls.

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is
transforming CX and customer care. The ability
to automate the repetitive, tedious tasks often
occupying personnel in back offices and
customer-facing contact centers can provide
meaningful benefits:
• Reduce the need for a cumbersome back
office
• Free up contact center agents to handle
high-value, complex service calls
• Enhance the user journey
RPA takes hold of the dreary tasks that bog us
down and automatically executes them without
the help of a human interaction. The technology
connects to databases and customer
communication platforms to serve consumers
faster and more efficiently than live agents can.
Zappix, Inc.
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Tasks with multiple steps like retrieving
an invoice take time for humans to
accomplish.
Reading an invoice request, searching
the database for the appropriate
document, downloading the invoice,
copying the customer’s email address,
writing an email, attaching the invoice,
and sending the email to the customer is
a multiple-minutes-long process for an
agent. RPA bots achieve the same result
in milliseconds.
Other simple tasks like tracking an order
or initiating the returns process are easily
fulfilled by RPA. The bots can find recent
orders associated with an account in an
enterprise’s database. They can also verify
a product purchase and return eligibility
then populate forms and automatically
create the appropriate labels a customer
will need to print and use for returning
products.
Robotic Process Automation bots
complete time consuming yet
Zappix, Inc.

straightforward tasks, freeing up live
agents to focus on more complex, highvalue tasks.

“

“RPA bots complete time consuming
yet straightforward tasks, freeing up
live agents to focus on more complex,
high-value tasks.”

How RPA Impacts Customers
RPA enhances customer satisfaction by
automating the customer service process.
Automation enables self-service
capabilities, streamlining and speeding
up customer interactions and solving
customer problems more effectively.
Consumers hate dealing with tiresome
customer service calls. 3For the third year
in a row, self-service interactions have
overtaken all other channels as
customers’ preferred service channel,
according to Forrester.
RPA is the engine that powers self-service
channels like Visual IVR or online chat
channels. With self-service, customers
8
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gain access to most of the options and
activities they used to need live contact
center agents for. Customers don’t need
to trouble themselves by working with an
agent. They tell RPA bots what to do, and
everything is handled automatically.

How RPA Impacts Companies
Efficiency is the defining characteristic of
RPA. No matter how good a contact
center agent is, an RPA bot is more
efficient. RPA can handle more
customers faster than an agent can, and
can handle many times more customers
at the same time. When bots are fulfilling
the simple tasks that make up the
majority of contact center operations, the
calls that used to get sent to back offices
are never transferred. With RPA
implementation, enterprises
can shrink their back offices
and reduce their costs. 4When
Michael’s launched a Visual
IVR utilizing RPA
technology, they saved
$47,000 in 3 months.
Zappix, Inc.

Since RPA and self-service platforms take
care of the simple tasks, the calls that do
make it through to contact centers are
always interesting, high-value interactions.
Without the burden of tedious
interactions, live agents have the freedom
to treat these complicated interactions
with the attention they deserve. RPA
allows enterprises to not only shrink the
number of agents they need but also
empower the agents they keep and set
those agents up for success.

RPA and Visual IVR:
The Perfect Combination
The Visual IVR and RPA combination
creates an incredible ecosystem able to
elegantly answer customer questions
without the need for live agents. When
customers submit forms via these
solutions, Visual IVR captures that
information and RPA processes it.
When a self-service user selects an option
requesting data, RPA bots pull the
required information directly from the
9
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relevant back-end systems using API
connections.
A customer calling a Visual IVR-enabled
enterprise simply taps the order status option
and is instantly presented with all active orders
associated with the phone number they are
calling through.
Processes like these, that would have taken
multiple minutes of conversation with a live
agent to complete, are reduced to milliseconds
thanks to customer-facing Visual IVR solutions
triggering efficient RPA integration at contact
centers. RPA is the engine driving the powerful
self-service interactions that enhance CX and
reduce costs for enterprises especially when
implemented with Visual IVR.
Robots won’t replace humans, but they can be
extremely helpful taking over the multitude of
tiresome, routine jobs plaguing agents today.
The relief RPA provides contact center agents
frees up those agents to instead focus on the
high-value and complex interactions that matter
to customers.

Zappix, Inc.
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Five Numbers To Know:

Understanding The New CX
These five critical stats highlight the shifting tide in customer
service and what modern consumers really want: fast, intuitive
customer experiences that empower users.

The customer service landscape has been
changing for a few years. The rapid growth of
technology and changing customer
expectations has meant new priorities for
enterprises looking into investing in customer
service and those looking to understand the
importance of quick, convenient, and successful
service. With an industry shifting this quickly it
can be difficult to determine where to start. Here
are five critical statistics that help bring the new
CX landscape into perspective.

Customers’ Expectations Are Rising
According to the 2017 State of Global Customer
Service Report, 54% of customers have higher
2

expectations for customer service today
compared to one year ago (that number jumps

to 66% for consumers 18 – 34 years old).
Zappix, Inc.
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Companies can’t be complacent with
customer service. Customers are
constantly
expecting better,
more intuitive
customer service.
As technology keeps advancing and
tech-savvy consumers see more
convenience entering their daily lives,
businesses must continue adding the
same amount of convenience to their
customer experiences to stay at the top
of the customer service landscape.

Customers Want The Power
According to a report by Aspect
Software, 73% of customers want to solve
5

product or service
issues on their
own. In a

world ruled by
convenience and instant gratification,
customers are used to being in control.
They can easily find the answer to any
trivia question with a simple Google
search, and want to just as easily find the
Zappix, Inc.

answers to their customer service issues.
Customers don’t want to explain their
situation to an agent and wait helplessly
while someone else tries to solve their
issue. The future of customer service
tightly revolves around empowering
customers with self-service capabilities.

“

“If businesses want to keep ‘serial
switchers’ and increase customer
loyalty, investing in customer service
needs to be a central commitment.”

Customers Won’t Settle
A recent NewVoiceMedia survey reveals

6

companies lost $75 billion in 2017 from
customers switching to competitors due to
bad customer
service. This figure

is up from
$62 billion in 2016.
As customers’ expectations grow, more
customers are fleeing poor service for
better experiences. It’s not enough to offer
satisfactory products and services. If
businesses want to keep these
12
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“serial switchers” and increase customer
loyalty today, investing in customer
service needs to be a central
commitment.

Customers Prefer A Visual CX
According to a Radial and CFI Group
survey, 55% of customers are likely to use
7

Visual IVR when
given the option.

Our smartphone
obsessed culture
knows mobile phones are about way
more than voice calls. Somehow, IVR is
only just now catching on.
Advancements like Visual IVR are pulling
the technology into the modern era,
unlocking the full power of the pocket
supercomputers we all carry in our
pockets. Virtual app-like experiences
sent directly to phones on demand, selfservice forms, photo and video
capabilities — Visual IVR technology
combines the self-service options
modern consumers crave with the
devices they use every day.
Zappix, Inc.

Customer Service Isn’t Just A
Money Pit Anymore
The 2017 Dimension Data Global CX
Benchmarking report says 84% of
8

organizations
working to
improve CX see
an increase in
revenue. Customer service isn’t a

department sieving money any more.
Customer service investment directly
results in increased revenue for
enterprises. In the age of Yelp and Twitter,
great customer service generates new
customers and more sales. Great service
creates great reviews which bring in the
“serial switchers” desperately seeking out
better customer service.
Great customer service empowers
customers and prevents serial switching.
Upgrading antiquated systems to
technology like Visual IVR enhances
customer satisfaction and lowers contact
center costs, but also generates new
revenue and increases profit.
13
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Human & Robot Harmony:
Automation Needs Us

Automation and self-service capabilities enhance the customer
experience when it comes to routine or tedious tasks, but some
service inquiries will always need the human touch.

Automation technology has been transforming
customer care for years. With recent
advancements in Robotic Process Automation
(RPA), Natural Language Processing (NLP), and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) that change is
happening faster every day. Automated
processes and self-service capabilities
streamline customer service, reduce average
handling time per interaction, and enhance
customer service. Not every interaction should
be streamlined, however.
The Harvard Business Review cites customer
effort — “the work [customers] must do to get
their problem solved” — as the number one
factor driving customer satisfaction. For some
tedious tasks, automation is the obvious choice
to reduce customer effort and boost satisfaction.
For other interactions, only a well trained,
connected customer service agent can create a
low-effort interaction.
9
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At Zappix, we believe in the 20-80 rule:

friend than the average consumer. That

20% of the reasons people might contact
customer service cause 80% of
interactions. Most of these cases are

same survey found 80% use digital
channels as their first choice for solving
customer service issues.

mundane and repetitive queries that can
and should be automated.
If 80% of customer interactions should be
automated, that means 20% of customer
care interactions shouldn’t be automated.
There is an element of understanding,
connection, and assurance that only a
human interaction can foster. That
critical human element is vital to
encourage customers and properly solve
their complaints. As we dive deeper into
the automation age, we must always
remember the importance of the human
touch live customer service agents so
expertly provide.
A recent survey by Radial and CFI Group
found customers who interacted with a
professional agent who seemed wellintegrated and educated about the
products and company were 20% more
10

likely to recommend a company to a
Zappix, Inc.

“

“20% of the reasons people might
contact customer service cause 80% of
interactions.”

How Automation Impacts
Customer & Employee
Satisfaction
Consumers hate dealing with tiresome
customer service calls. 3For the third year
in a row, self-service interactions have
overtaken all other channels as
customers’ preferred service channel,
according to Forrester. RPA is the engine
that powers self-service channels like
Visual IVR or online chat channels. With
self-service, customers gain access to
most of the options and activities they
used to need live contact center agents
for. They complete those 80% of
interactions on their own using digital
15
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self-service platforms. When these
platforms handle interactions, RPA bots
take action and complete solutions as
requested.

How Live Agents Impact
Customer Satisfaction

These intuitive, efficient interactions help
customers solve straightforward issues
quickly and directly. Self-service
capabilities also help live contact center
agents. When repetitive, boring, and
mundane tasks are solved by RPA bots,
agents are can focus on handling
complex cases, which are more
compelling and satisfying to manage.

attention. At Zappix we call these valueadded interactions. When customers
present issues that are abnormal or
require special exceptions, a live agent’s
direct attention can bring more value to
the situation than automated solutions.

Zappix, Inc.

Some complex issues require live agents’

A Zappix employee recently encountered
one of these scenarios. As part of recent
renovations, they ordered a mirror from a
very popular online retailer. They were
16
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pleased when the package arrived
promptly but soon discovered one edge
of the product had shattered while being
transported to their home. They used the
retailer’s online self-service return
process to ship back our broken item and
waited for a replacement. The process
was fully satisfactory until their
replacement product arrived shattered in
a similar place as the first.
Unfortunately, there was no automated
procedure for advising the company to
improve their packaging process.

experience, but thanks to the retailer’s
proper balancing of automation and the
human touch, every leg of our customer
service experience had been satisfactory.

Striking The Right Balance
Meeting customer expectations and
increasing customer satisfaction today
means striking the right balance between
digital self-service technologies and
insightful, well-trained live customer
service agents.

They needed more dynamic assistance.
The retailer’s customer service channels
smoothly transitioned from automated
self-service capabilities through to calling
a live service representative. That agent
quickly understood the issue, apologized
for the difficulty they had already
experienced, and informed them the
company would resolve the issue without
any extra effort needed on their part.
After two broken mirrors, the Zappix
employee finally had a successful delivery
Zappix, Inc.
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The Touchpoint Explosion:

Identify Areas For Improvement

Customers interact with companies in more ways than ever before. Great customer experience requires improving every one of
these “touchpoints” — before, during, and after purchases.
Identify your most critical touchpoints in the boxes corresponding to the appropriate purchase phases and touchpoint
categories to determine where your enterprise should focus first.

Zappix, Inc.
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Taking Action:

The Tools To Improve
The Zappix Visual IVR suite of products improve the user journey for customers and employees during contact center
interactions thanks to digital self-service and automation.

Zappix, Inc.
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Actionable Analytics:
Tracking Your Success

In the digital age, too much data can be overwhelming. There are
three critical types of analytics tools needed to properly analyze
and comprehend customer insights.

There are a multitude of categories and data
points to gather and understand when it
comes to the customer experience and
customer satisfaction. That ocean of data can
be immensely helpful for any enterprise willing
to analyze it and implement data-based
solutions.
Forrester discovered 74% of firms say they
want to be “data-driven,” but many aren’t. Only
29% of the businesses Forrester interviewed
said they were good at connecting data to
action. There’s a big hurdle between big data
collection and data-driven business: making
actionable decisions from that flood of data
takes time and a lot of effort.
11

Big data can make a big impact on enterprises,
but only if companies can understand what the
data means and act on that understanding.
Zappix, Inc.
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Understanding big data happens in three
ways: reporting, analytics, and actionable
analytics. Each data discipline builds on
each other, adding insight and value in
every phase.

Big Data Analysis Requires The
Right Tools
1) Reporting Tools
Simple data reporting is
an important method for
understanding how well
the gears are turning in a
business. Reporting is the
baseline tool enterprises
need to begin
understanding the
data they are collecting from customers.
Reporting tools organize big data into

digestible summaries so employees can
monitor different areas of a business.
Typically these are a set of predefined
reports that provide operational input
and used by the services & operations
teams.
Zappix, Inc.

2) Analytics Tools
Data analytics tools take reporting one
step further. Instead of simply allowing
employees to easily observe data,
analytics tools synthesize the ocean of big
data into insightful conclusions.
Like reporting tools, analytics tools need
employees to know what they are looking
for, but analytics
tools begin to
compare and
analyze reports and
trends to provide
valuable insight into
how different
business process
interact and affect
one another.
This combination of insight and business
value make analytics tools a powerful
solution for managers and executives
trying to discern how trends can impact
their operations. A good analytics tool
allows a manager with a mission to see
how business processes are performing
21
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and determine what steps should be
taken to achieve the next goal.

3) Actionable Analytics Tools
Building on its reporting and analytics
counterparts, actionable analytics tools
make big data engaging.
An actionable analytics tool
employs active monitoring,
predefined variables, and
alert thresholds to push
notifications and actions to
managers and executives
automatically.
The definition is in its name.
Actionable analytics take the
reports and insights created
by analytics tools and turns them into
actionable outcomes. Insights that spur
action are typically more valuable to a
business than insight that simply
answers a question. Employees need to
interpret and analyze data reports when
using reporting and analytics tools if they
want the data to actually change
Zappix, Inc.

anything at the company. Actionable
analytics automatically puts that analysis
front and center and alerts users about
potential changes based on
predetermined thresholds. This can
prevent crisis before it happens or point to
a pivotal change that requires special
attention or action.
“Insights that spur
action are typically
more valuable to a
business than an
insight that simply
answers questions.”
At Zappix, we employ all
three phases of data
analysis to give
enterprises the information they need to
succeed. Our actionable analytics suite
automatically provides managers the
trends analysis and customer statistics
they need to make wide-reaching
company decisions, arming operations
managers with real-time reporting on
how the service is running, business
22
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managers with trends analysis and
business related report and executives
the ability to define thresholds for alerts
and actions. When all three phases are
properly utilized, big data reaches its full
potential. On its own, big data can be an
overwhelming ocean of information, but
thanks to tools like Zappix has developed,
businesses can understand the ocean
currents and take action on the
conclusions the data provides.

to look for. AI and machine learning
integrations will constantly test and
discover new variables and datasets to
connect information and form
conclusions without the need for manual
analysis.

Analytics Are Getting Smarter
Our goal at Zappix is to constantly
innovate and push the limits of
technology. The next step in big data
analysis rests on the development of
more advanced tools. Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is on the verge of
revolutionizing data analytics. While
actionable analytics puts the right trends
and conclusions on a platter for
executives to easily understand and
make decisions from, AI-equipped data
analytics will help companies discover
trends in the data they didn’t even think
Zappix, Inc.

All three phases of big data technology
help companies understand their
customers. The upcoming wave of AI
innovation will only further our
understanding of our data and Zappix
self-service platforms will be riding the
wave, connecting enterprises to more
actionable analysis and insights than ever
before, helping our customers provide
superior customer experience to their
consumers.
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The Zappix Revolution:
Transforming CX

Modern customers expect efficient, effective service that
gets the job done. Cumbersome IVR, disconnected live
agents, and customers wasting energy translate into lost
loyalty and revenue for businesses.

Work Smarter, Not Harder
Zappix Visual IVR platforms lower costs
for businesses by reducing the number of
calls forwarded to live agents and
lowering the average handling time per
call. The improved service increases
customer loyalty by exceeding the
expectations consumers feel towards
customer service experiences.
Thanks to visual interfaces, innovative
automation, and the power of
smartphones, Zappix Visual IVR is
ushering in a new era for customer care
— the Era of the Customer.

Zappix, Inc.
Inc.
Zappix,
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About Zappix:
Zappix transforms the user journey during contact center interactions.
The cloud-based Zappix Visual IVR platform provides a full visual experience for customers,
increasing self-service rates, reducing costs, and providing up-sell opportunities, while
improving customer satisfaction.

Zappix, Inc.
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